Introduction
In a world where our cars are rapidly becoming as easily "connected" as our phones, it is important that invehicle information systems are designed to be intuitive, usable and unambiguous. The auditory modality allows signal designers to convey a wide range of information via the many flexible parameters that can be varied, including frequency, duration, timbre, harmonics, and rhythm. However, it is not always clear how varying these parameters might change semantic perceptions of auditory signals and, if applied inappropriately, ambiguous in-vehicle signals may lead to increases in workload, or confusion (Wiese & Lee, 2001) . Researchers have attempted to use psychophysical methods to determine the perceptions of various auditory signal parameters, focusing particularly on the levels of urgency conveyed by changes to each parameter Hellier, Edworthy, & Dennis, 1993) and have more recently begun to use sorting methods to determine which acoustic components make a sound seem like an "Alarm" sound or a "Social" sound (Lewis, Eisert, Roberts, & Baldwin, 2014) . The goal of the present study was to compare methods of psychophysical scaling with those newer sorting methodologies in order to determine the correlation between urgency and in-vehicle signal categorization.
Method

Participants
Participants were 21 undergraduate and graduate students (10 male, average age = 20.14 years) recruited through the university research participation pool. Participants received a small amount of extra credit for their participation.
Stimuli
Stimuli used in this study consisted of 54 sounds that were systematically varied specifically on their onset and offset times (which directly affected their peak-to-total time ratio, a measure of the time a pulse is played at full intensity divided by the total time a pulse is played) interpulse interval (IPI), base frequency and pulse duration (Table 1) . Aside from parameters manipulated, sounds were played at around 60 dB via speakers in an otherwise quiet, acoustically shielded room.
Procedure
Upon arrival participants were asked to provide written consent and completed a short demographic survey followed by the experimental task. Stimuli were presented to the participants in two parts. First participants were asked to electronically sort clickable sound buttons into 3 categories: "Alarms", "Status Notifications" and "Social Notifications". Participants were given short instructions as to what type of signal might be present in each category (ie. forward collision warning, email, low tire pressure notification). After sorting all sounds, participants were asked to rate each sound on urgency, annoyance and acceptability using an on screen slider with values between 1 and 100. Sounds in the rating section were presented while subjects viewed a picture of a dashboard. Sounds were fully randomized and rated only once, on all three criteria. The total experiment took under an hour. Of particular interest was the correlation between alarm categorization and subjectively rated urgency level.
Results
Results indicate a very high correlation between categorization percentages for alarm and social categories and ratings of urgency and annoyance. Correlations in both cases are significant and very high, r(54) = .853, p < .001 for alarms by urgency and r(54) = -.922, p<.001 for social notifications by urgency. Results further indicate high correlations between urgency and annoyance, r(54) = .826, p <.001, as has traditionally been found in studies using psychophysical scaling methods. This high correlation between urgency and annoyance therefore explains the additional similar relationships between annoyance and social and status categorization where more alarming sounds were found to be more annoying and social sounds were typically found to be less annoying.
Discussion
The goal of the present study was to compare sorting (or categorization) methods for in-vehicle signal evaluation with more traditional urgency scaling methods. Results indicate that both methods yield relatively consistent results, with correlations over 80% when looking at urgency rates versus amount of times each signal was classified as an alarm, where the more likely a signal was to be categorized as an alarm, the higher the perceived urgency of that signal.
